
 

Installation Instructions

If a marker rail is being used, remove it from 
packaging and inspect all components for  
shipping damage. 

Clean the area on the rear of the glass where the 
marker rail will be adhered using a 50/50 water  
ISP solution and allow to dry.

Peel back the beginning of the two-sided tape liner 
already applied to the marker rail. Bend the peeled 
liner toward the top of the rail to create a “pigtail.”

Position the marker rail on the base of the glass as 
shown and peel liner using the “pigtail” created in  
the previous step. Press firmly into place.

 

Installation Highlights
 � Install HoloScript in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

 � HoloScript is attached to the wall using an aluminum interlocking extrusion system. Please note, it must  
be mounted to a structural substrate (i.e. studs, blocking, etc.) to preserve HoloScript’s warranty.

 � Three board cleat extrusions are pre-mounted to HoloScript with 3M structural glazing tape. Three wall  
cleat extrusions can be easily fastened to the wall using the appropriate mounting hardware. 

 � It is the installer’s responsibility to determine the specific hardware that is appropriate for installing  
HoloScript on the existing wall or substrate.
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Installation Instructions

Remove the HoloScript writable surface from 
packaging and inspect for shipping damage.

If a marker rail is included, reference marker rail 
installation instructions before proceeding. 

Establish the proper mounting height per customer 
requirements. Reference the back of the glass to 
identify the location of the pre-mounted cleats and 
replicate those cleat measurements on the wall.

Make appropriate markings on wall to determine 
position of cleats. (Note: Unlike standard z-clips, 
there is not a vertical offset.) Position the three wall 
cleats and mark the hole locations on the wall at 
stud intersection points. Pre-drill mounting holes in 
cleats at these locations. 

Using appropriate mounting hardware (supplied by 
installer), attach the three provided cleat extrusions 
to the wall. Take care to ensure that cleats are level 
and the appropriate hardware is used per the 
structural substrate to support the weight of the 
glass. Ensure all fastening screws are flush to the 
wall cleats to provide a tight and proper connection 
between the wall cleats and board cleats.

Carefully pick up HoloScript and place on wall about 
1/2” above final position and shift panel down to 
engage cleats.

Check to ensure that HoloScript is fully engaged on 
all cleats.
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Installation Highlights
 � Install HoloScript in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

 � HoloScript is attached to the wall using an aluminum interlocking extrusion system. Please note, it must  
be mounted to a structural substrate (i.e. studs, blocking, etc.) to preserve HoloScript’s warranty.

 � Three board cleat extrusions are pre-mounted to HoloScript with 3M structural glazing tape. Three wall  
cleat extrusions can be easily fastened to the wall using the appropriate mounting hardware. 

 � It is the installer’s responsibility to determine the specific hardware that is appropriate for installing  
HoloScript on the existing wall or substrate.
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